
 

Ei Kiitos[2014]DVDRip.XviD[Finland] !NEW!

What is this?!? Its called \"DVDRip.XviD\". The X is to denote that this is a
FORMAT, rather than a FILM! You see, XviD is what is used by most so called

XVID DVD's to encode video in. This lets you play it in your DVD player. Like this:
Now, to be fair, only a small minority of people use this for working on their vid
files. Most of the population is still stuck on Xvid codecs. However, this is slowly
changing, and if your at college/university - which I assume you are, you would

have heard of this by now! RETAIL BLU-RAY SUBS! *** FIXED COMMON
ERROR,FIXED TIMING FROM SEEN ON SUBS. CONTAIN 2 FILES (NORMAL & SDH).

THANKS TO SPARKS FOR RETAIL BLU-RAY SUBS. I JUST MADE SOME
IMPROVEMENT. I DID NOT STEAL ANY SUBS HERE. DO NOT FLAG FOR NO

REASONS. PLEASE, RATE AFTER DOWNLOAD. THANKS FOR DOWNLOADING! :) ***
Foreign Speaking Scenes Only. I took a Full English sub file from here (THANKS

Effy1994!) and edited it to match the 1080p WEB-DL-ChaoS movie file that's out.
I changed the text colour to Yellow as they overlay previous HC Russian Subs on
the ChaoS movie file. These look quite decent. I expect that this file will do well
for other Lucy versions too. Enjoy and THANKS again Effy1994 for the source.

Foreign Speaking Scenes Only. I took a Full English sub file from here (THANKS
Effy1994!) and edited it to match the 1080p WEB-DL-ChaoS movie file that's out.
I changed the text colour to Yellow as they overlay previous HC Russian Subs on
the ChaoS movie file. These look quite decent. Simply a movie release, The only
reason for the pink & purple colour was the original source text. I've changed the
text colour to yellow. There are still Russian subs for the Foreign speaking scenes
on the EVO release so I changed these subtitles to yellow and larger. This sub file

is NOT Perfect but you get a good idea of what is being said. I did my best to
time these subtitles to the original dialogue. It's FREE, I hope you Enjoy! Thanks

again to Bubblegum57 for the original source subtitles.
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English Subs on this movie! He
does an amazing job. I leave

up the English subs on his site
and he also provides the

Spanish Subs! Enjoy both their
work. Please, DOWNLOAD
THEM & RATE! HERE'S THE

LINK TO BUBBE'S WEBSITE. w
ww.bubbe-gumm-movie-

subs.com (Thanks!) RETAIL
BLU-RAY SUBS! *** FIXED
COMMON ERROR,FIXED

TIMING FROM SEEN ON SUBS.
CONTAIN 2 FILES (NORMAL &

SDH). THANKS TO SPARKS
FOR RETAIL BLU-RAY SUBS. I

JUST MADE SOME
IMPROVEMENT. I DID NOT

STEAL ANY SUBS HERE. DO
NOT FLAG FOR NO REASONS.

PLEASE, RATE AFTER
DOWNLOAD. THANKS FOR

DOWNLOADING! :) *** Here is
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the translation of the
extended description for the
DVD releases. You should be

able to get the subtitels sorted
from the abovementioned
DVD subs. Thanks again to

Herdei. (And Bubblegum) This
was originally a flier from the

Finnish Cartoon television
station Kaneltion from the

Nielsen ratings (Thanks!) I was
given a copy of this long time

ago and have NO Idea who
created it! I've edited this one
to match the english version

of the story on the official site.
This flier was NOT created to
be posted on Youtube! I hope
you all Enjoy! I've made the
English subs Larger to make

the subs more visible. Thanks
again for this amazing flier!
DIRECTORS CUT - Thanks to
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Chouin, for the arabic subs for
this movie. I simply used a

conversion of the subtitles he
provided (for this version of
the movie). He was a major
help to me and provided a

huge amount of hard work. I
simply asked him for his

opinions on what was the best
way to convert the subtitles

from an arabic wordlist into an
english wordlist for the movie.
I'm including a link to his site

for the arabic subs for this
movie if you'd like to use

them.
http://kbsa.net/f-955-2.html

(Thanks!) 5ec8ef588b
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